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2our attention to nite dimensional spaces, and there it
is possible to show that the supremum is achieved by a
nitely supported measure p (see [28]).
Unfortunately it is unknown whether it is suÆcient
to restrict coding to product states. It would be if the
additivity conjecture
C('
 #) = C(') + C(#)
is true. To show this one would need to consider input
state ensembles with entangled states, and prove that
the corresponding Holevo information can be achieved by
an ensemble without entangled states, or more directly,
that a code using entangled states can be modied to
an equally good code (in terms of error probability and
rate) without entangled states. Neither of these has been
achieved in generality so far, though there have been ad-
vances recently: see [1] and [22].
In section IV we present an example of a special
classical{quantum channel as a case study: dense cod-
ing in the presence of noisy entanglement, and by use of
a general quantum channel, in particular a noiseless one.
Here, coding is done by selecting not a state of a system,
to be sent down the channel, but by selecting an oper-
ation on a given state. This is a more general concept
of coding, as we demonstrate in section V. It appears
that the coding of such a channel can be approximated
by programmable quantum gates (in this sense the new
model is a special case of the old one), but that the par-
allel use of these systems cannot: there will always be
actions on the combined space that cannot be mimicked
by entangled inputs to the PQG{augmented channel.
We conclude with the suggestion that the additivity
problem for classical capacities of quantum channels has
not been posed until now in its appropriate generality.
II. PROGRAMMABLE QUANTUM GATES
In classical computers there is no fundamental distinc-
tion in a univeral machine's memory between data and
program. In fact a program may modify itself during the
computation (a feature considered essential by von Neu-
mann when he designed his computer model). To which
extent can a quantum computer memory be used to mod-
ify other parts of the memory in a program{like fashion?
More precisely (following [24]): assume that a unitary





, with the data register H
D




 j i 7 ! G (ji 
 j i) :
We call j i a program if it has the property that
8ji G (ji 






Note that | though a priori j 
0









































which generally is entangled unless j 
0
1




(We thus can have a global phase | which we shall
systematically ignore). Henceforth we assume that j 
0
i
is independent of ji, just as equation 2 suggests. It
follows that U
 
is unitary, which is encoded (viaG) in the
program j i. How many unitaries can be implemented
in this way?






for all  2 C , then j 
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= 1 , contradicting the assumption. 2
As a consequence we have only at most log dimH
P
many
essentially dierent programs. There is no way to encode
all possible unitaries on H
D
by \quantum code" unless
we allow for an innite{dimensional H
P
.
We have already in the introduction pointed out that
it is well possible to implement arbitarily good approx-
imations to all unitaries (at the cost of ever increasing
dimH
P
). In [24], however, there was proposed a more
interesting solution: a probabilistic programmable quan-
tum gate, i.e. an encoding of unitaries in a state, and
a process that performs the encoded unitary with some
probability, and otherwise fails (does something else): the
process is able to report which of the two events hap-
pened. This result was rened in subsequent work of Vi-
dal, Masanes, and Cirac [31, 32], but we will not follow
this line of research here.
To x notions, let us dene our concept of approxi-





is said to be
{approximating if for every unitary U on H
D
there is a
state vector j i 2 H
P
(it is easily seen that pure state
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3in the above equation all may be chosen unitary, but the
present formulation has the appropriate generality for the























! 0 for n!1.
III. SCALABLE PROGRAMMABLE
QUANTUM GATES












respectively, by allowing for suÆciently large program
registers.
Programming, however, is about making act together
data in a potentially unlimited number of registers. In








it is necessary to dene a new quantum gate
G.
This motivates us to the following denition: we say




































Such approximating gate sequences thus spare us the
task to nd an implement new programmable quantum
gates when we scale up our computing system.
Unfortunately, nature does not supply us with such
objects:




































































as n ! 1. Then U is not entangling, i.e. it is of the






Proof. Consider the expressions of eq. (3) for data of the





i. The rst claim is that the reduced
state of the left hand side on H
D
1
is independent of 
2
:











. Then the same applies to the limit at the
right hand side.



































with a constant state 
0
(that we wrote in diagonalized
form), regardless of j
2
i.










i is entangled. Then

0
is mixed, and its diagonalization contains at least two
terms. We shall derive a contradiction from this: rst
observe that for arbitrary j
2






a purication of 
0



























i orthogonal to j
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= 1. This againmust be a purication of 
0
,





igmust form an orthonormal






















i = 0, otherwise z and z would
be linearly dependent over the complex eld.






we would get an orthonormal system of jf
i
i's of


















mpas product states to product states, the map
T
1













maps pure states to pure states and is completely pos-








(this may be viewed as an easy kind of Wigner{
theorem). Here U
1
is a unitary which cannot | except
for a global phase | depend of j
2
i, or else there would







. The same applies to
the second factor, yielding a unitary U
2
. In total we





coincides with U on te





(again except for an
unimportant global phase). 2
Observe the following peculiarity of the argument: it is
not true that the reduced state at the left hand side of
eq. (3) is always a product (if it is, our proof is simplied





operations, so their product may be used to swap in any
entangled state! What is true however is, that entangled
4states cannot occur as a result of a unitary action on the
data registers.
This nonexistence should not be mixed up with the ex-
istence of the beautiful model of one{way quantum com-
puter by Raussendorf and Briegel [26]: there, too, a sin-
gle state is prepared and acted on locally (even only by
measurements), to produce any given eect on the data
register. There is no coantradiction, however, to our re-
sult, as there is implied classical communication between
the sites of these quantum operations, which we had to
exclude.
In a sense, the result had to be expected: it repro-
duces on a somewhat dierent level the insight in univer-
sal computation that single qubit actions are not suÆ-
cient for universality, but one needs interacting gates like
the C{NOT gate.
We shall show in the following, however, that this
nonexistence result has some bearing on quantum chan-
nel coding.
IV. NOISY DENSE CODING CAPACITY
Consider the following communication scenario: a



















have at their disposal a quantum channel from A to B
that allows noiseless transmission of an arbitrary quan-
tum state in H ' C
d
. They want to use this channel to
communicate classical information, taking advantage of
the correlation (or even entanglement) of . The most
general thing possible for A to do is to subject her share
of the state to an operation, and send the result through
the channel. It is well known that, if  supplies only
















for orthogonal bases fjii : i = 0; : : : ; d
A
  1g and fjji :
j = 0; : : : ; d
B





this is of no help at all, and the capacity is just that of
the noiseless channel: log d (in this paper log and exp are
to basis 2).
However, for entangled  the phenomenon of dense



























, or the identity 1 , A can drive
the state to any of the four Bell states, hence can encode 2
bits. It is quite clear that by starting with any maximally
entangled state, e.g.


















= d, one can devise
a scheme to transmit 2 logd = log d
2
bits (see [33] for a
detailed discussion).
It is less clear what happens if the state is not maxi-
mally entangled, or even mixed: however, since the pro-
tocol A and B have to follow depends even in the maxi-
mally mixed case on the actual state, we allow them to
use the protocol optimally adapted to . Formally:
A chooses an operation (i.e. a completely positive,




and applies it to her part of , after which she sends the





We here assume that one copy of  is available per use of
the noiseless channel. Below we will discuss the case of
more or unlimited many copies per round.
Then we can compute the mutual information














with respect to a probability measure  on the space
CP(H
A
;H) of quantum operations (i.e., completely pos-
itive, trace preserving, linear maps) fromB(H
A
) to B(H).
By the quantum channel coding theorem, eq. (1), of [18]
and [28], the dense coding capacity
DC(d; ) := sup

I(; )
is the classical capacity of the channel with signal states

T



























































) are admissible, we get the ul-
timate dense coding capacity

























5Our rst task is the evaluation of DC(d; ):
Assume any probability distribution  on CP(H
A
;H),
and denote the Haar measure on the group U(d) of uni-
taries on H as dU . Then for every unitary U we have

































I.e. I(; ) = I(
U
; ), with the translated measure

U
(F ) = (U

FU ); for measureable F  CP(H
A
;H):








































































































Hence we arrive at the result
Theorem 3 The dense coding capacity of the state  and
a d{level noiseless transmission system, using one copy
of  per round and product states for coding, is given by














As a consequence we get:
Theorem 4 Without the restriction on product state en-






























Note that the argument describes at the same time a
distribution onCP(H
A
;H) that achieves the capacity: A
should apply a xed minimizing T , followed by uniformly
distributed unitary rotations. The eect of the latter
can be achieved equally by a uniform distribution on an
orthogonal basis of unitaries (with respect to the Hilbert{




As applications of the theorem we can see immediately
that for pure states j i
DC(d; j ih j) = logd+ E( ) = log d+H(Tr
B
j ih j);
a result already reported in [4] and [15], and that
DC(d; ) = log d if  is separable (below, theorem 7, we
will see that this holds true even for non{distillable ):
in the rst case the optimizing T is any unitary map, in
the second case it is the projection onto any pure state
(note that DC(d; )  logd follows from the inequality
H(
B
)   H()  0 for separable ). This latter choice
shows that always DC(d; )  log d (it amounts to ignor-
ing the correlation provided by ).
In general, however, the minimization required by the
theorem seems not an easy task itself.
Remark 5 The quantity H(
B
) H(),  = (T 
 1 ),
from theorem 3 has appeared in another context before:
it is the coherent information of Schumacher [27].
Remark 6 Until now we stuck to using one copy of  per
use of the noiseless channel. In recent work by Horodecki
et al. [21] this restriction was lifted: unlimited many
copies of  were assumed to be available. Of course, the
theorem can be used to obtain a formula for that case, too,
which we give, because it interestingly diers from than
the one in [21] (though of course the numbers coincide):
Assume k copies of  may be used per round. Obviously
the resulting dense coding capacity is
DC
(k)




and for unlimited use of  we get
DC
(1)






Similarly for the ultimate dense coding capacity with k
copies of  per round:
DC
(k)














6and with unlimited use of :
DC
(1)







































(The limits are exchangeable because the double lim is ac-
tually a joint sup over n and k, because of monotonicity).




































). However, the derivation in that work
is suÆciently close to ours so as see identity of the re-
sults.
Let us comment here a bit on other related work, and
the relation of DC(d; ) to entanglement:
In the works [8] and [9] the relation of the dense coding
capacity to entanglement measures was stressed. With
our results, it is easy to reproduce the observations of
these papers, and go even a little further:
We use the following inequality from [25]: for a (two{
way) non{distillable state 
H(
B
)  H()  D(k):
Applying T 
 id to both  and , and invoking the
monotonicity of relative entropy under completely pos-















Now minimize over T and non{distillable : this proves
Theorem 7 For all states  one has







D(k) is the relative entropy of
entanglement with respect to the set D of non{distillable
states. 2
In particular, when  is non{distillable, DC(d; ) = log d
(see also [21] for this observation). One may wonder,
whether the inverse is true, too: when  is distillable,
does DC(d; ) > logd follow?
To compare this result to the statements in [8, 9], and
the result of the recently published [16] we have to note
that in these works only unitary encodings were con-
sidered. Hence our DC(d; ) is typically a strict upper
bound to the capacity in the cited works. Still, ques-
tions raised in [8, 9] receive answers: the conjectured
capacity formulas and inequalities from these works fol-
low immediately, by the same method of Haar averaging
we employed above (see also [16]).
To get a bound in the other direction is not so easy. We
might try to go further on the road of entanglement, and
nd an entanglement measure lower bound. For example,
if we could prove that
f() = DC
(1)
(d; )  log d




(d; )  log d+E
D
();
with the distillable entanglement E
D
(): this follows
from general inequalities in [20]. We leave this question,
however, to another occasion.
We would like now to discuss the additivity of D, i.e.















tively), it immediately follows thatDC(d; ) = DC(d; ).
In particular, all ultimate capacities in remark 6 are iden-
tical to their \un{barred" versions. The capacity with
unlimited use of  from [21] would then read
DC
(1)































































Obviously, and tting with the superadditivity ofD, \"
(subadditivity) is trivial, and the question is if \<" can
occur. Note that in this generality it is quite easy to
come up with states that violate the additivity property,
see the discussion below. The problem is rather to nd
conditions where additivity holds.
Generalizing, one may assume not a noiseless, but a
noisy channel ' : B(H) ! B(H) between A and B, and
consider the dense coding capacities











7For example, we can dene
DC('; ) = sup

I(;' Æ );
over all probability distributions  on CP(H
A
;H), with














Observe that our previous DC(d; ) is reproduced in the
new denition as DC(id
d
; ). Further, observe that for
a pure entangled state  the denition relates to the en-
tanglement assisted classical capacity [5] of the quantum
channel ': in fact, DC
(1)




 )  DC('; ) +DC(#; ) (6)
trivially holds, and we may study conditions for equality
in eq. (6), i.e. additivity.
Note that it is fairly easy to come up with situations
(', #, , ) where strict superadditivity holds. In fact
one can even have either ' = # or  = : e.g. consider































But with both these conditions simultaneously it seems








) = nDC('; );
for all channels ' and joint states , but we could not
reach a conclusive result on this question.
V. REDUCTIONS AMONG
ADDITIVITY QUESTIONS
We have encountered two paradigms of coding in quan-
tum channels, the rst in the established discussion (a
good overview is in [19], and some recent developments
are reviewed in [1]), the second in the previous section:
1. State preparation: The encoder may prepare any
state on the input system space H
1
for the quantum chan-





2. Action on given state: On the input system a state
is given in advance (possibly entangled with the receiver),
and the encoder may act on it in an arbitary way, and
the result is sent down the channel '.
It is quite obvious that method 1 can be reduced to
method 2: the previously given state is just any state
not entangled with the receiver (say, a pure state). Then
by executing an appropriate operation the encoder can
drive the input into any desired state.
Less obvious, but still quite canonical, is the converse

















followed by a partial trace over H
00
, the system H
0
being
prepared initially in a null state 
0
. This is a formulation
of the Stinespring dilation theorem [29], and it is quite
easy to see that dimH
0
can be chosen xed and nite












choosing  in the program register appropriately one ob-
tains (using monotonicity of the trace norm under partial


























Thus every coding process by acting on the input system
can be arbitrarily well approximated by coding via choice




These two reductions, however, are of a very dier-
ent nature, as we can see by considering their behaviour
under tensor products of channels: while the reduction
1! 2 scales alright (any entangled input state can be ob-
tained by a suitable entangling operation on the product
of the initial states), the reduction 2 ! 1 that we pro-
posed does not. In fact, as we have seen in theorem 2,





of two input systems we can
never implement an entangling operation, once we have
chosen approximating quantum gates for each of them
individually according to eq. (7), and tensor them.
We have seen that there are channels where classical
information is encoded after method 1 (these are just
the operations '), and that there are channels where it
is encoded after method 2 (the generalized noisy dense
coding channels). The above reductions show that the
two approaches are equivalent in the sense that a channel
of the one kind can be simulated to arbitary accuracy by
one of the other kind.
However, for the additivity question of channel capac-
ity one has to look at higher tensor products of the chan-
nel at hand. By the above argument the reduction 1! 2
provides a reduction of the additivity question for chan-
nels of the rst type to those of the second type. It is
unknown to us if the additivity question can be reduced
in the other direction: the construction above, summa-
rized in eq. (7), at least does not provide this, as we have
seen. On the other hand, it appears to be most natural:
it seems the most reasonable thing to do to associate a
channel of the rst type to the given channel of the sec-
ond type that has the same properties with respect to
classical information transmission, by simply enabling to
emulate the eect of any encoding transformation T by
a suitable input state.
8VI. CONCLUSION
By studying entanglement assisted classical commu-
nication via quantum channels, attention was drawn to-
wards channels which require actions for signalling rather
than state preparations like the usual quantum dynam-
ics, represented by completely positive maps. An at-
tempted reduction of the more general scenario to the
usual one was shown to fail, because no scalable pro-
grammable quantum gates exist. This was taken to indi-
cate that the new concept is strictly more general, which
leads us to conjecture that the additivity question for
quantum channel capacity really is not about \whether
entangled inputs help", but rather \whether entangling
inputs help". It must be stressed that in the more gen-
eral vista we presented, additivity is not a mre matter
of \right" or \false". Rather it becomes (as we demon-
strated by examples) a question of characterization of
the situations where it holds. Note nally that the very
occurence of the above mentioned distinction in coding
concepts is a purely quantum phenomenon.
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